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ABSTRACT 

 
Many contemporary electronic products are being released as new products every year. In the flood of 

many electronic products, many people are looking for retro sensibility with the desire to return to the 

past. However, there are very few products among the new products that show retro sensibility from the 

past. Through the Balmuda case study, we have found that the metaphor of the past has overwhelming 

power. Designed using metaphorical elements of the past, people are more impressed when they 

remember the memory and use the product.  

In this study, we tried to find out the difference in people 's perception of products by classifying forms 

and interactions as traditional and contemporary 2 of the 8 main elements of metaphor (format, 

interaction, material, sound, movement, smell, name, graphics). To accomplish this, we conducted a 

literature review to define the metaphor and then examined the perception of people by dividing the 

forms and interactions among the eight elements used in the metaphor into traditional and contemporary. 

We selected two traditional and contemporary products that perform the same function and added two 

concept designs that did not exist in the real world. The research questions are addressed to study how 

product meaning and perception can affect people: How is a product metaphorically designed regarding 

form and interaction perceived by the user, and in which way would metaphoric design contribute to 

design practice? 

User perception evaluation was analyzed through ANOVA method. As a result of comparing the 

metaphor products of the traditional and contemporary metaphor products, it was recognized that 

products using metaphorical elements of the traditional were geometrical, symmetrical, uncomfortable 

and impractical. On the other hand, products using the contemporary metaphorical elements were 

perceived to be organic, less symmetrical, comfortable and practical. There was a clear difference in 

recognition according to four categories. Therefore, both the form and the interaction elements must be 

considered when designing using the product metaphor. 

Through the analysis of the experiment, we have created a new concept food processor. A new concept 

product that combines the traditional form and traditional interaction metaphor has provided people 

with a positive perception. People looked at the product and then recalled the morphological metaphor 

of the traditional. So, when people used the product, they easily recognized the operation without fear. 

The metaphor of traditional interaction was perceived to be easy, convenient and practical by people. 

In conclusion, both form and interaction factors affect people's user experience, which also changes the 

perception of the product. When designing products using traditional forms of metaphor, designers can 

expect to get good results when used in situations where they want to design traditional and 

contemporary metaphors.
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Metaphor design 

A metaphor is a hidden meaning that does not explicitly state that A is B. And these metaphorical 

techniques are also used to design products: “Product metaphors associate two elements which is a 

product (target) and attribute (source). Using these two elements, new product designs are created by 

mapping attributes to products. And there must be ‘meaning transfer’ provided by these 

associations.”(Nazli cila, 2013). Metaphor design consists of an association between a target and a 

source. Figure 1 provides that the metaphor design can create opportunities to express new meaning 

unlike existing products by mapping the source to the target to be designed. For example, a new type 

of metaphorical product is designed by mapping an elephant's nose and a massive body (source) to a 

fire extinguisher product (target). It can create ‘meaning transfer’ through the metaphor design. “This 

mapping method makes the metaphorical meaning a concrete product attribute and conveys functional, 

social, psychological and cultural meaning to people. (ibid).” In this study, we investigate the influence 

of traditional metaphorical elements and contemporary metaphorical elements on people through 

experimental design, and we developed a new concept product. 

 

Figure	1	 Creating	‘meaning	transfer’	through	the	metaphor	design.	(Nazli	cila,	2013)	

There are eight attributes (format, interaction, material, sound, movement, smell, name, graphics) that 

can be mapped to objects when performing metaphorical design. These attributes depend on cultural 

and empirical differences. "Knowing cultural meanings can make metaphors special and strong and 

easily achieve the purpose of communication" (Nazli cila, 2013). This study deals only with the eight 

types of attributes and interaction elements. This is because the elements that can be represented in the 

concept design are limited. 
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Figure	2	 The	properties	that	can	be	mapped	from	a	source	to	a	target	in	metaphor	design.	(Nazli	

cila,	2013)	

1.2. Balmuda case study 

The Balmuda product is that a good example of metaphorical elements. Balmuda is a consumer 

electronics company that was founded in Tokyo in 2003. With its simple design and differentiated 

product operation principle, Balmuda attracted success in Japan. “At the heart of Balmuda's design is 

to bring something that appeals to people's minds through a concise design.” (Moriyama Hisako, 

NIKKEI DESIGN,2017). In order to appeal to people’s emotions, Balmuda's strategy was to bring 

metaphor from the memory of the past. Why is it called an innovative product in the shape of the past? 

As a representative example, the design of the humidifier 'Rain' has a nostalgia for 'Grandmother'. When 

the user pours water into the humidifier with a kettle, people are reminded their grandmother and are 

stimulated by memories of longing. “Beautiful memory has an overwhelming power, so it reminds 

people of something that should not be forgotten as a person, but usually forgotten. The impression 

becomes bigger if you use the product.” (Moriyama Hisako, NIKKEI DESIGN,2017). Therefore, the 

Balmuda product of designing a form that reminds the memory of the past is suitable for the past 

metaphor to distinguish cultural differences and influence product innovation. The Balmuda Rain 

humidifier (Figure 3) is simple but stimulates people's emotions by incorporating humanity into its 

products. 

 

Figure	3	 Balmuda	Rain	humidifier	used	the	past	metaphor	design.	
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1.3. Research aims 

The present study aims to explore the role of metaphorical design in the traditional and contemporary 

using forms and interactions among the eight mapping attribute elements. When people use products 

made using metaphorical elements of the traditional, people can easily see the interactions they designed 

and see if they can use the product. This study will help people to use and understand the product easily. 

We selected two traditional and contemporary products that perform the same function, and then added 

two concept designs that did not exist in the real world. Table 1 shows four categories that divide forms 

and interaction elements into traditional and contemporary, respectively. The following research 

questions are addressed to study how product meaning and perception can affect people: 

• How is a product metaphorically designed in terms of form and interaction 

perceived by the user? 

• In which way would metaphoric design contribute to design practice?  

Table	1.	Four	categories	regarding	form	and	interaction	between	traditional	and	contemporary.	
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2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

A total of 30 participants (n= 15 Male, n= 15 Female), were recruited who are graduate and 

undergraduate students studying design from UNIST in South Korea. The age range of the participants 

is 20 to 30 years, and the average age is 25 years.  

2.2 Experimental stimuli 

We selected two products that were familiar to Korean people. Millstone(A) and Blender(D) are 

distinguishable regarding universal use, they are distinctive in operation and they function identically. 

Figure 4 shows the two products used in the experiment. Millstone(A) has traditional forms, and 

traditional interactions and Blender(D) has contemporary forms and contemporary interactions. When 

used in an experiment, the blender shaded all of the blender’s logos were shaded to avoid reflecting 

brand images. Through these product, we tried to determine people’s perception of A and D. 

 

Figure	4	 Millstone(A)	and	Blender	(D)	which	were	used	in	the	experiment.	

B has the traditional form and contemporary interaction, and C has the contemporary form and 

traditional interaction. Based on the opinions of two design experts, we made two concepts. And then 

we compared products B and C that are not in reality (Figure 5). B is in the form of a millstone but 

contains a small wheel button. The user can adjust the speed of the motor by turning the button with a 

finger as he or she adjusts the volume button and function as a blender. C is in the form of a blender, 

but the grip on the lid is connected to the motor and gear below. When the user holds the handle, the 

lower motor rotates faster and functions as a blender. Through these products, we tried to determine 

people’s perception of B and C. Finally, we concluded by comparing A-B-C-D (Table 2). 
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Figure	5	 Millstone	form	bender(B)	and	Millstone	interaction	blender	(C)	concept	design	which	were	

used	in	the	experiment.	

Table	2.	Comparative	product	for	each	form	and	interaction	element.	

 

2.3 Experimental design 

To measure the evaluation of product form and interaction, product semantic differential scales (SD 

from here on) were chosen as a measuring construct for impression onto a product. SD is a widely used 

method for evaluating product meaning and impression by bipolar adjectives, and it was used to 

compare the responses of the product’s perception with the stimuli (Khalaj & Pedgley, 2014). There 

were four groups of 29 bipolar pairs of SD– social values and positions (SVP), usability and interaction 

(UI), qualities of the form (QF) and personality characteristics (PC) (Table 2). However, in this 

experiment, we only used categories for qualities of the form (QF) and usability and interaction (UI). 

To adequately measure it, a survey sheet was designed (Figure 6). We used the SD scale for use as a 

design guideline and used the keywords derived from the experiments of A and D to define the concept 

of B and D design. 
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Table	3.	A	set	of	29	prescriptive	grouped	bipolar	adjective/phrase	pairs	(Khalaj	&	Pedgley,	2014)	 	

 

 

 

Figure	6	 SD	scale	survey	sheet	is	comparing	A,	B,	C	and	D	about	‘Qualities	of	form’	and	‘Usability	and	

interaction.'	
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2.4 Experimental procedure 

The duration of the study was two weeks, and completing the questionnaire took an average of 20 

minutes for every 28 SD scale. Participants were instructed to identify the millstone and blender at the 

laboratory desk. Before the start of the experiment, a brief description of the research experiment was 

provided. The first product, a millstone, was used to put the coffee beans in a cup. The participants put 

the coffee beans in the millstone holes and rotated handle. The second item, the mixer, was filled with 

water to be used. The participants worked with the buttons. Then the surveyor provided a questionnaire 

containing two SD scales on one sheet. Figure 7 shows a participant taking part in the experiment. 

 

Figure	7	 The	participant	in	the	experiment	to	use	millstone	(A)	and	blender	(D).	

The duration of the next study was two weeks, and completing the questionnaire took an average of 15 

minutes for every 28 SD scale. Participants sat at the laboratory desk and were given one SD survey 

sheet at a time. Before the start of the experiment, a brief description of the research experiment and 

the comparison of the A, B, C and D diagram were displayed through the monitor. Also, the surveyor 

explained the render picture regarding the form, function, and structure of B and C. Then the survey 

provided a questionnaire containing two SD scales on one sheet. 
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Figure	8	 The	participant	in	the	experiment	is	instructed	to	identify	the	Millstone	form	blender	(B)	

and	Millstone	interaction	blender	(C).	
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3. Results 

The results of the experiment were compared and analyzed by the form and interaction factor. Therefore, 

we analyzed whether there is a significant difference in people's perception through the comparison of 

A-B-C-D. To verify the differences between the four products, SPSS 20 was used for the statistical 

analysis of the data. The data were analyzed through one-way ANOVA to examine if participants’ 

perception responses were different. 14 types of perceptions as dependent variables showed correlations 

between variables (the result of correlation analysis was attached in the appendix). 

First, the results showed there were noticeable differences in the mean scores between four types of 

products (Table 4). The results of the ANOVA test showed there were significant differences in 3 out 

of 6 bipolar adjectives in the 'Quality of forms' group (Table 5). In ‘Organic – Geometric,' C is the most 

organic (mean=2.06), and B is the most geometric (mean=3.96). In ‘Compact – Large,' C is large but 

smaller than others (mean=3.03), and A is the largest (mean=3.80). And in ‘Symmetrical – 

Asymmetrical,' B is the most symmetrical and C is the most asymmetrical (mean=1.50). 

Table	4	Mean	values	of	each	SD	group	of	‘Quality	of	forms.'	 	

 A B C D 

Elegant - Inelegant 2.63 2.60 3.16 3.16 

Organic - Geometric 3.20 3.96 2.06 3.50 

Ornate - Plain 3.76 3.70 3.13 3.16 

Innovative - Imitative 3.06 2.56 3.20 3.00 

Compact - Large 3.80 3.10 3.03 3.50 

Symmetrical - Asymmetrical 2.23 1.50 3.03 2.46 

 

Table	5	ANOVA	test	results	with	variables	of	the	SD	group	of	‘Quality	of	forms’	(n=6).	 	

Variable SS df MS F 

Elegant - Inelegant     

  Between groups 9.09 3 3.03 1.8 

  Within groups 194.50 116 1.67  

Organic - Geometric     
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  Between groups 58.83 3 19.61 12.69*** 

  Within groups 179.13 116 1.54  

Ornate - Plain     

  Between groups 10.29 3 3.43 2.46 

  Within groups 161.30 116 1.39  

Innovative - Imitative     

  Between groups 6.75 3 2.25 1.36 

  Within groups 192.03 116 1.65  

Compact - Large     

  Between groups 11.62 3 3.87 2.84* 

  Within groups 157.96 116 1.36  

Symmetrical - Asymmetrical     

  Between groups 36.29 3 12.09 10.07*** 

  Within groups 139.3 116 1.2  

*p<.05**P<.01***P<0.001 

 

Finally, the results showed that there were noticeable differences in the mean scores between four types 

of products (Table 6). The results of the ANOVA test showed there were significant differences in 8 

out of 8 bipolar adjectives in the ‘Usability and Interactions’ group (Table 7). In ‘Clear – Confusing,' A 

is the most clear (mean=1.73), and C is between clear and confusing (mean=3.00). In ‘Easy to use – 

Difficult to use,' B-D is the easiest to use (mean= 1.60), and C is between easy to use and difficult to 

use (mean=3.00). In ‘Safe – Dangerous,' B is the most safe (mean= 1.73), and C is the least safe 

(mean=2.66). In ‘Comfortable – Uncomfortable,' D is the most comfortable, and A is the most 

uncomfortable. In ‘Reliable – Unreliable’, D is the most reliable (mean= 1.66) and C is the least reliable 

(mean=2.70). In ‘Robust – Delicate,' A is the most robust (mean= 1.66), and C is the most delicate 

(mean=3.20). In ‘Easy to clean- Difficult to clean,' B is the most easiest to clean (mean=1.96), and A is 

the most difficult to clean (mean=3.86). And in ‘Practical – Impractical,' D is the most practical 

(mean=1.53), and A is the most impractical(mean=3.60). 
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Table	6	Mean	values	of	each	SD	group	of	‘Usability	and	Interaction.'	 	

 A B C D 

Clear – Confusing 1.73 2.40 3.00 2.00 

Easy to use – Difficult to use 2.23 1.60 3.00 1.60 

Safe – Dangerous 1.90 1.73 2.66 2.56 

Comfortable – Uncomfortable 3.70 1.96 3.50 1.40 

Reliable – Unreliable 2.46 2.33 2.70 1.66 

Robust – Delicate 1.66 1.73 3.20 2.00 

Easy to clean – Difficult to clean 3.86 1.96 3.33 2.13 

Practical - Impractical 3.60 2.33 3.40 1.53 

 

Table	7	ANOVA	test	results	with	variables	of	the	SD	group	of	‘Usability	and	Interaction’	(n=8).	 	

Variable SS df MS F 

Clear – Confusing     

  Between groups 27.30 3 9.10 5.96** 

  Within groups 117.06 116 1.52  

Easy to use – Difficult to use     

  Between groups 39.82 3 13.27 9.4*** 

  Within groups 163.76 116 1.41  

Safe – Dangerous     

  Between groups 19.76 3 6.58 5.07** 

  Within groups 150.60 116 1.29  

Comfortable – Uncomfortable     

  Between groups 115.62 3 38.54 39.93*** 

  Within groups 111.96 116 0.96  

Reliable – Unreliable     

  Between groups 17.69 3 5.89 4.99** 
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  Within groups 137.10 116 1.182  

Robust – Delicate     

  Between groups 45.96 3 15.32 15.14*** 

  Within groups 117.33 116 1.01  

Easy to clean – Difficult to 

clean 

    

  Between groups 76.75 3 25.58 18.95*** 

  Within groups 156.56 116 1.35  

Practical – Impractical     

  Between groups 83.83 3 27.94 25.61*** 

  Within groups 126.53 116 1.09  

*p<.05**P<.01***P<0.001 
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4. Discussion 

The present study aims to explore the role of metaphorical design in the traditional and contemporary 

using forms and interactions among the eight mapping attribute elements. This study examined people's 

perceptions through four categories, dividing the forms and interactions between the eight elements 

used in the metaphor into traditional and contemporary. We selected two traditional and contemporary 

products that perform the same function and added two concept designs that did not exist in the real 

world. Moreover, there is a significant difference between the four categories regarding form and 

interaction. 

 

First of all, according to the results of ANOVA test, there were significant differences in 3 out of 6 

bipolar adjectives in the 'Quality of forms' group. In ‘Organic – Geometric,' B is the most geometric, 

and C is the most organic. B's traditional form instilled people with a geometric perception, and the 

contemporary form of C gave people an organic perception. The millstone blender B consisted of a 

wheel button and two parts that were easy to assemble. This monotonous figure was perceived to be 

symmetrical. On the other hand, the C which has a contemporary blender shape is not crude and has a 

good grip when grabbing. So it has been perceived to be organic to people with a shape that uses many 

curves. 

Also, in ‘Compact – Large,' C is large but smaller than others, and A is the largest. The common form 

of a millstone from the traditional is rugged and large. The general perception of these millstones has 

led people to choose A as the largest. On the other hand, the millstone interaction concept blender C 

was a contemporary blender shape, but the height and the ratio were smaller than the blender used in 

the experiment, so people chose it less than D. 

Moreover, in ‘Symmetrical – Asymmetrical,' B is the most symmetrical, and C is the most asymmetrical. 

The millstone blender B used the shape of the traditional millstone as a metaphor to recognize that 

people are symmetrical. The millstone interaction blender of C is also symmetrical, but two of the 

handle parts are large. So it has less symmetrical recognition than B. Specifically, the protrusion of the 

upper part in the form of B is a small button, so it was obtained the symmetrical selection because it did 

not hinder the overall shape of the product. 

 

Second, there were significant differences in 8 out of 8 bipolar adjectives in the ‘Usability and 

Interactions’ group. In ‘Clear – Confusing,' A is most clear, and C is between clear and confusing. The 

traditional interaction millstone A is based on the principle that the product only operates by rotating 

without turning on the power or pressing the button. So people recognized it as the clearest. However, 
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the contemporary blender shape of C has traditional millstone interactions. So people were confused 

about the clarity and usability in the interaction. People perceived that it is uncomfortable to rotate the 

product like the traditional interactions and to operate the product. 

In ‘Easy to use – Difficult to use,' B-D is the easiest to use, and C is between easy to use and difficult 

to use. The contemporary interaction products B and D work by turning the buttons, so people 

recognized it as easy to use. People also felt that it was easy to manage when the parts of the product 

were detached and that it was practical to set the speed of the buttons. However, traditional interaction 

C requires people's rotational motions to operate. Also, the weight of the product gave people the sense 

that it would be difficult to manage. 

In ‘Safe – Dangerous,' B is the most safe, and C is the least safe. Product B which has a traditional form 

and contemporary interaction can be operated by a button to speed the blender blade. On the other hand, 

C controls the speed of the blade through the person’s rotation, and it has many parts. So people 

recognized that C is not safe much more than B. 

In ‘Comfortable – Uncomfortable,' D is the most comfortable, and A is the most uncomfortable. 

Traditional interaction millstone A requires a person to hold the handle and continuously rotate it to 

make the product work. So users who experienced this process felt uncomfortable. However, the 

contemporary D blender gave people a comfortable recognition when turning the wheel button once 

and operating the saw blades. The button control in contemporary products gives people a sense of 

comfort. 

In ‘Reliable – Unreliable,' D is the most reliable, and C is the least reliable. The C product interactions 

are the same in contemporary product form, but interaction is passed, so people are confused about 

interaction. On the other hand, people recognized that D’s contemporary blender was clear that it had 

usable buttons. This was shown by the reliability, so the D blender was more reliable than the C. 

Specifically, D is selling on the market, so people trust it more. 

In ‘Robust – Delicate,' A is the most robust, and C is the most delicate. A is made of stone which gives 

people a very heavy and robust awareness. On the other hand, C is made of a large number of glass and 

plastic parts. Thus, people think that it is delicate. 

In ‘Easy to clean- Difficult to clean,' B is the easiest to clean, and A is the most difficult to clean. Both 

A and B are made up of two large main parts. However, A is made of heavy stone, and B is made of 

plastic. So people recognized that the light B is easy to clean and that A is difficult to clean due to its 

heavy weight. 

In ‘Practical – Impractical,' D is the most practical, and A is the most impractical. A is a product that 

finely grinds the material, and D is a product that grinds the material or makes juice. A can’t determine 

the material’s degree of blending, but D can adjust the material’s blending rate by adjusting the blender 
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blade speed of the button. Moreover, the multiple functions of the button control in contemporary 

products also give people a sense of practicality. Therefore, people perceived that A is impractical and 

that D is practical. 

 

There was a clear difference in recognition according to four categories. The difference in perception 

found in this study will be used as a guideline for metaphorical design in the direction that designers 

want. 
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5. Design proposal 

5.1. Project definition 

As a result, we created a new concept food processor using a traditional metaphor. The function is very 

similar to the millstone, but it is a new concept with added functionality.  

The type A millstones compared in previous experiments are present but are not commonly used. 

Therefore, we would like to reinterpret from a modern point of view the product of the B-C-D concept 

used in previous experiments. Taking into account the two characteristics of traditional forms and 

traditional interactions, we have tried to replace the feelings we are missing in modern times. 

We tried to construct the A category among traditional form and traditional interaction metaphor 

combined concepts in the category of A-B-C-D used in the experiment. Through these studies, people 

wanted to see how the user experience increased, what they wanted, and how they felt. The user tests 

were conducted using prototypes and interviews. 

5.2. Design specification 

-Function: It is a function that grinds like the millstone. 

  It adds many functions, such as contemporary multifunctional interactions. 

-Aesthetic: Use the old millstone form as a metaphor. 

  Use the current electrical interaction of the blender. 

  It uses the old millstone’s gray color. 

-Size: It is similar to the size of the food processor currently on the market. 

-Material: The handle and lid are made of ABS. 

  The blade which is the role of the material is made of SUS. 

  The upper body is made of transparent ABS so that the user can check the material. 

  The lower body grips the center of gravity and secures a space for the motor inside. 

-Performance requirement: The user should be reminded of the millstone, and it should be easy to use. 

5.3. Ideation 

Through the 3D modeling program, the size and shape were made at a similar rate to the millstone. The 

height and the position of the handle were made variously, and the ratio was considered. Also, the ratio 

of the upper body to the lower body was adjusted to make a shape similar to a millstone. Through the 

rendering program and Photoshop, we can express various colors and materials similar to a millstone. 
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The speed control function borrowed various current blender interactions. We also considered the wheel 

button operation and graphic user interaction. 

 

Figure	9	 New	concept	of	the	millstone	food	processor	identification	process.	

5.4. Concept 

The food processor ‘Milluet’ combines the traditional millstone’s form metaphor and the contemporary 

blender’s is driven interaction. (Figure 10) 

The first function is a blender function that grinds ingredients such as a millstone. The blender’s blade 

speed of the blender can be adjusted through the rotating movement when holding the handle. The 

transparent upper body allows the user to see how much of the ingredient is crushed and to make juices 

or tender meat. The blender blade is also connected to the motor. The gyro sensor can detect the user's 

rotational speed. When the user rotates one turn, the motor can run at three times faster. So it allows the 

user to easily move the material without applying force. 

The second function is a spiralizer function that can make vegetable surfaces. Vegetable noodles can 

be made in two kinds, such as spaghetti with triangular cross-section and fettuccine with a long cross-

section. When the user places the vegetables on the blade under the icon and rotates, the gear is turned, 

and the vegetable noodle is made. The gear is also connected to the main body’s motor so that the user 

can easily extract the vegetable noodle without much power. This vegetable side is piled up in the upper 

body, and the user can place it directly without having to prepare the bowl separately. 

The last function is the slicer function. As with the second function, the user places it on the blade below 

the icon and rotates it, the gear turns, and the vegetable is cut into cross-sections. This vegetable also 

passes straight into the upper body and allows the user to cook without having to place it in a bowl. 

Figure 13 shows the structure of the product in an exploded view. 
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Figure	10	Millstone	food	processor	‘Milluet’	concept	panel.	

 

Figure	11	Milluet	working	principle.	
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Figure	12	Function	of	Milluet	and	user	scenario.	

 

 

Figure	13	Milluet	hardware	structure	and	exploded	view.	
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6. Implementation 

Hardware prototype modeling was conducted through a 3D modeling program (Figure 14). The size is 

200 * 200 * 240 mm. The product is divided into six major parts. First, the handle part is made of ABS. 

When making the vegetable noodle, there are sharp cones below that can be turned by fixing the lowered 

vegetables. Secondly, the cap is made of ABS which is the color of gray like the existing millstone. 

Third, the blade part for the spiralizer function and slicer function is made of SUS. Moreover, the guide 

plate with a blade is made by cutting the ABS with CNC. The guide plate and the blades engage 

alongside each other by gears so that the blade can be rotated. Fourth, the central axis contains the blade 

of the blender. Moreover, the blade engages with the gear of the guide plate when driven by a connection 

to the motor. Fifth, the upper body is a transparent ABS so that the user can check the degree of grinding 

for the ingredients and the number of vegetables. Sixth, the lower body acts as the center of gravity and 

has a built-in motor. 

 

 

Figure	14	Milluet	hardware	design	through	the	3D	program.	
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Figure	15	Milluet	prototype.	

 

Figure	16	Milluet	prototype	inside	structure.	
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7. Testing and Refinement 

7.1. User testing 

In the user test, ten participants used the Milluet prototype and saw the concept board of B-C-D. And 

then they checked the ranking between Milluet(A’)-B-C-D. The interview was continued for 15 minutes 

(Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure	17	The	participant	tests	Milluet.	

Table	8	Ranking	of	Milluet(A’)-B-C-D.	

 Milluet (A’) B C D 

Ranking 1.3 4 2.6 2.1 

 

 Milluet is a new concept design that uses traditional forms and traditional interactions as metaphors. 

The type A millstone, which was compared in previous experiments, exists at present but is not 

generally used and has been reinterpreted from a modern point of view. Considering the two features of 

traditional form and traditional interaction, we tried to substitute emotions that we are missing in 

modern times. Therefore, Milluet will be referred to as A’. The user test looked at the A’ type of Milluet 

and B-C-D preference rankings. The concept and products of A'-B-C-D are kitchen appliances that use 

motors and have the function of cutting materials. 

A comparison of the average scores of Milluet (A ') - B-C-D used in the user survey showed that Milluet 
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had a positive perception. People have recognized that the millstone metaphor of the traditional was 

used, so it is geometrical and symmetrical. Moreover, the product’s material provided people with an 

elegant and innovative feeling. Also, using contemporary electrical interactions and combining 

millstone interactions in the traditional, people have received clear, easy to use, safe and reliable 

recognition. The function and material of the product gave to people a robust and practical perception. 

When the interview was conducted, people recognized that the shape was like a millstone and was 

usable and clear without the need for manuals. The material of the milluet was said to be elegant and 

sophisticated because it reflects the unique materials of household appliances such as a blender and 

mixer. Many people thought that the various functions would include advanced images and technology 

and that it would go well with the original function of the product such as grinding. People also have 

said that they are more motivated to exert manpower with this product compared to existing blender 

products so that they can create more qualitative and higher quality dishes. Moreover, it was divided 

into a person who remembers a grandmother according to a person and a person who reminds a 

sophisticated housewife. On the other hand, the vegetables used in the spiralizer function are limited, 

so the width of the vegetables seems to be considered. They also said it would be uncomfortable for 

people with discomfort or older people. 

7.2. Results or findings 

People said that anyone who knows millstones could work easily with the new design. With the 

metaphor of the past, people feel intimacy and are not afraid to use new conceptual products. Also, the 

shape of the millstone was used as a metaphor, and the reinterpretation of the material was perceived to 

be a trendy home appliance beyond the old feeling. The combination of traditional interaction and 

contemporary electrical interactions increases affordance. 
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8. Conclusions 

Many contemporary electronic products are being released as new products every year. In the flood of 

many electronic products, many people are looking for retro sensibility with the desire to return to the 

past. However, there are very few products among the new products that show retro sensibility from 

the past. In this study, we tried to find out the difference in people 's perception of products by 

classifying forms and interactions as 2 of the 8 main traditional and contemporary elements of metaphor. 

To accomplish this, we conducted a literature review to define the metaphor and then examined the 

perception of people by dividing the forms and interactions among the eight elements used in the 

metaphor into traditional and contemporary. We compared only two factors due to the limitation of the 

prototype in this study. User perception evaluation was analyzed through the ANOVA method. 

As a result of comparing the metaphor products of the traditional and contemporary metaphor products, 

it was recognized that products using metaphorical elements of the traditional were geometrical, 

symmetrical, uncomfortable and impractical. On the other hand, products using the current 

metaphorical elements were perceived to be organic, less symmetrical, comfortable and practical. There 

was a clear difference in recognition according to four categories. Therefore, both the form and the 

interaction elements must be considered when designing using the product metaphor. 

Also, as a result of comparing the perceptions of A-B-C-D products, except A and D which are already 

on the market, the products of B have provided people with a positive recognition. B is a product that 

uses traditional forms and contemporary interactions, and people have shown to be nostalgic for 

traditional product forms that have clear usage and are reliable, convenient, easy to use, and practical. 

However, C which uses a contemporary form and traditional interactions is inelegant, and it is difficult 

to use, delicate and impractical. Therefore, when designing products using traditional forms of metaphor, 

designers can expect to get good results when used in situations where they want to traditional or 

contemporary metaphors. 

Through the analysis of the experiment, we have created a new concept food processor. A new concept 

product that combines the traditional form and traditional interaction metaphor has provided people 

with a positive perception. People looked at the product and then recalled the morphological metaphor 

of the past. So, when people used the product, they easily recognized the operation without fear. The 

metaphor of past interaction was perceived to be easy, convenient and practical by people. In conclusion, 

both form and interaction factors affect people's user experience, which also changes the perception of 

the product. 

Metaphor elements differ by cultural and experiential differences. “Knowing cultural meanings can 

make metaphors special and strong, and they can easily accomplish communication purposes.” (Nazli 

cila, 2013). So in the future study, we will research people’s preferences that allow them to recognize 
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and interact with products designed by designers using products created with the metaphorical elements 

of the past. We will look at the eight attribute elements and how the metaphorical elements from the 

past affect people’s user experience and preference. Also, we will research on new product lines to see 

if there are changes in people's perceptions of products. More diverse product families and age-specific 

metaphor classification will accurately analyze people's perceptions of change, which will be a good 

guide for designers using metaphors, and it will help people easily use and understand the product.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1_ The result of ANOVA for SD scales 

 Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

elegant Between Groups 9.092 3 3.031 1.807 .150 

Within Groups 194.500 116 1.677   

Total 203.592 119    

organic Between Groups 58.833 3 19.611 12.699 .000 

Within Groups 179.133 116 1.544   

Total 237.967 119    

ornate Between Groups 10.292 3 3.431 2.467 .066 

Within Groups 161.300 116 1.391   

Total 171.592 119    

innovative Between Groups 6.758 3 2.253 1.361 .258 

Within Groups 192.033 116 1.655   

Total 198.792 119    

compact Between Groups 11.625 3 3.875 2.846 .041 

Within Groups 157.967 116 1.362   

Total 169.592 119    

symmetric Between Groups 36.292 3 12.097 10.074 .000 

Within Groups 139.300 116 1.201   

Total 175.592 119    

clear Between Groups 27.300 3 9.100 5.962 .001 

Within Groups 177.067 116 1.526   

Total 204.367 119    

easytouse Between Groups 39.825 3 13.275 9.403 .000 

Within Groups 163.767 116 1.412   

Total 203.592 119    

safe Between Groups 19.767 3 6.589 5.075 .002 

Within Groups 150.600 116 1.298   

Total 170.367 119    

comfortable Between Groups 115.625 3 38.542 39.930 .000 

Within Groups 111.967 116 .965   

Total 227.592 119    

reliable Between Groups 17.692 3 5.897 4.990 .003 

Within Groups 137.100 116 1.182   

Total 154.792 119    

robust Between Groups 45.967 3 15.322 15.148 .000 

Within Groups 117.333 116 1.011   

Total 163.300 119    

easytoclean Between Groups 76.758 3 25.586 18.957 .000 
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Within Groups 156.567 116 1.350   

Total 233.325 119    

practical Between Groups 83.833 3 27.944 25.618 .000 

Within Groups 126.533 116 1.091   

Total 210.367 119    

 

 
Multiple Comparisons 

Scheffe 

Dependent 

Variable 

(I) 

Produc

t 

(J) 

Produ

ct 

Mean 

Difference  

(I-J) 

Std. Error Sig. 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

elegant A B .03333 .33434 1.000 -.9152 .9818 

C -.53333 .33434 .470 -1.4818 .4152 

D -.53333 .33434 .470 -1.4818 .4152 

B A -.03333 .33434 1.000 -.9818 .9152 

C -.56667 .33434 .415 -1.5152 .3818 

D -.56667 .33434 .415 -1.5152 .3818 

C A .53333 .33434 .470 -.4152 1.4818 

B .56667 .33434 .415 -.3818 1.5152 

D .00000 .33434 1.000 -.9485 .9485 

D A .53333 .33434 .470 -.4152 1.4818 

B .56667 .33434 .415 -.3818 1.5152 

C .00000 .33434 1.000 -.9485 .9485 

organic A B -.76667 .32086 .133 -1.6769 .1436 

C 1.13333* .32086 .008 .2231 2.0436 

D -.30000 .32086 .832 -1.2103 .6103 

B A .76667 .32086 .133 -.1436 1.6769 

C 1.90000* .32086 .000 .9897 2.8103 

D .46667 .32086 .551 -.4436 1.3769 

C A -1.13333* .32086 .008 -2.0436 -.2231 

B -1.90000* .32086 .000 -2.8103 -.9897 

D -1.43333* .32086 .000 -2.3436 -.5231 

D A .30000 .32086 .832 -.6103 1.2103 

B -.46667 .32086 .551 -1.3769 .4436 

C 1.43333* .32086 .000 .5231 2.3436 

ornate A B .06667 .30447 .997 -.7971 .9304 

C .63333 .30447 .234 -.2304 1.4971 

D .60000 .30447 .280 -.2638 1.4638 

B A -.06667 .30447 .997 -.9304 .7971 

C .56667 .30447 .330 -.2971 1.4304 

D .53333 .30447 .385 -.3304 1.3971 
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C A -.63333 .30447 .234 -1.4971 .2304 

B -.56667 .30447 .330 -1.4304 .2971 

D -.03333 .30447 1.000 -.8971 .8304 

D A -.60000 .30447 .280 -1.4638 .2638 

B -.53333 .30447 .385 -1.3971 .3304 

C .03333 .30447 1.000 -.8304 .8971 

innovative A B .50000 .33221 .522 -.4425 1.4425 

C -.13333 .33221 .984 -1.0758 .8091 

D .06667 .33221 .998 -.8758 1.0091 

B A -.50000 .33221 .522 -1.4425 .4425 

C -.63333 .33221 .309 -1.5758 .3091 

D -.43333 .33221 .638 -1.3758 .5091 

C A .13333 .33221 .984 -.8091 1.0758 

B .63333 .33221 .309 -.3091 1.5758 

D .20000 .33221 .948 -.7425 1.1425 

D A -.06667 .33221 .998 -1.0091 .8758 

B .43333 .33221 .638 -.5091 1.3758 

C -.20000 .33221 .948 -1.1425 .7425 

compact A B .70000 .30131 .151 -.1548 1.5548 

C .76667 .30131 .097 -.0881 1.6215 

D .30000 .30131 .803 -.5548 1.1548 

B A -.70000 .30131 .151 -1.5548 .1548 

C .06667 .30131 .997 -.7881 .9215 

D -.40000 .30131 .624 -1.2548 .4548 

C A -.76667 .30131 .097 -1.6215 .0881 

B -.06667 .30131 .997 -.9215 .7881 

D -.46667 .30131 .497 -1.3215 .3881 

D A -.30000 .30131 .803 -1.1548 .5548 

B .40000 .30131 .624 -.4548 1.2548 

C .46667 .30131 .497 -.3881 1.3215 

symmetric A B .73333 .28294 .087 -.0694 1.5360 

C -.80000 .28294 .051 -1.6027 .0027 

D -.23333 .28294 .878 -1.0360 .5694 

B A -.73333 .28294 .087 -1.5360 .0694 

C -1.53333* .28294 .000 -2.3360 -.7306 

D -.96667* .28294 .011 -1.7694 -.1640 

C A .80000 .28294 .051 -.0027 1.6027 

B 1.53333* .28294 .000 .7306 2.3360 

D .56667 .28294 .266 -.2360 1.3694 

D A .23333 .28294 .878 -.5694 1.0360 

B .96667* .28294 .011 .1640 1.7694 

C -.56667 .28294 .266 -1.3694 .2360 
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clear A B -.66667 .31900 .230 -1.5717 .2383 

C -1.26667* .31900 .002 -2.1717 -.3617 

D -.26667 .31900 .873 -1.1717 .6383 

B A .66667 .31900 .230 -.2383 1.5717 

C -.60000 .31900 .321 -1.5050 .3050 

D .40000 .31900 .667 -.5050 1.3050 

C A 1.26667* .31900 .002 .3617 2.1717 

B .60000 .31900 .321 -.3050 1.5050 

D 1.00000* .31900 .024 .0950 1.9050 

D A .26667 .31900 .873 -.6383 1.1717 

B -.40000 .31900 .667 -1.3050 .5050 

C -1.00000* .31900 .024 -1.9050 -.0950 

easytouse A B .63333 .30679 .240 -.2370 1.5037 

C -.76667 .30679 .106 -1.6370 .1037 

D .63333 .30679 .240 -.2370 1.5037 

B A -.63333 .30679 .240 -1.5037 .2370 

C -1.40000* .30679 .000 -2.2703 -.5297 

D .00000 .30679 1.000 -.8703 .8703 

C A .76667 .30679 .106 -.1037 1.6370 

B 1.40000* .30679 .000 .5297 2.2703 

D 1.40000* .30679 .000 .5297 2.2703 

D A -.63333 .30679 .240 -1.5037 .2370 

B .00000 .30679 1.000 -.8703 .8703 

C -1.40000* .30679 .000 -2.2703 -.5297 

safe A B .16667 .29420 .956 -.6680 1.0013 

C -.76667 .29420 .085 -1.6013 .0680 

D -.66667 .29420 .168 -1.5013 .1680 

B A -.16667 .29420 .956 -1.0013 .6680 

C -.93333* .29420 .021 -1.7680 -.0987 

D -.83333 .29420 .051 -1.6680 .0013 

C A .76667 .29420 .085 -.0680 1.6013 

B .93333* .29420 .021 .0987 1.7680 

D .10000 .29420 .990 -.7346 .9346 

D A .66667 .29420 .168 -.1680 1.5013 

B .83333 .29420 .051 -.0013 1.6680 

C -.10000 .29420 .990 -.9346 .7346 

comfortabl

e 

A B 1.73333* .25367 .000 1.0137 2.4530 

C .20000 .25367 .891 -.5197 .9197 

D 2.30000* .25367 .000 1.5803 3.0197 

B A -1.73333* .25367 .000 -2.4530 -1.0137 

C -1.53333* .25367 .000 -2.2530 -.8137 

D .56667 .25367 .179 -.1530 1.2863 
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C A -.20000 .25367 .891 -.9197 .5197 

B 1.53333* .25367 .000 .8137 2.2530 

D 2.10000* .25367 .000 1.3803 2.8197 

D A -2.30000* .25367 .000 -3.0197 -1.5803 

B -.56667 .25367 .179 -1.2863 .1530 

C -2.10000* .25367 .000 -2.8197 -1.3803 

reliable A B .13333 .28070 .973 -.6630 .9297 

C -.23333 .28070 .875 -1.0297 .5630 

D .80000* .28070 .048 .0037 1.5963 

B A -.13333 .28070 .973 -.9297 .6630 

C -.36667 .28070 .637 -1.1630 .4297 

D .66667 .28070 .137 -.1297 1.4630 

C A .23333 .28070 .875 -.5630 1.0297 

B .36667 .28070 .637 -.4297 1.1630 

D 1.03333* .28070 .005 .2370 1.8297 

D A -.80000* .28070 .048 -1.5963 -.0037 

B -.66667 .28070 .137 -1.4630 .1297 

C -1.03333* .28070 .005 -1.8297 -.2370 

robust A B -.06667 .25968 .996 -.8034 .6700 

C -1.53333* .25968 .000 -2.2700 -.7966 

D -.33333 .25968 .650 -1.0700 .4034 

B A .06667 .25968 .996 -.6700 .8034 

C -1.46667* .25968 .000 -2.2034 -.7300 

D -.26667 .25968 .788 -1.0034 .4700 

C A 1.53333* .25968 .000 .7966 2.2700 

B 1.46667* .25968 .000 .7300 2.2034 

D 1.20000* .25968 .000 .4633 1.9367 

D A .33333 .25968 .650 -.4034 1.0700 

B .26667 .25968 .788 -.4700 1.0034 

C -1.20000* .25968 .000 -1.9367 -.4633 

easytoclea

n 

A B 1.90000* .29997 .000 1.0490 2.7510 

C .53333 .29997 .372 -.3177 1.3843 

D 1.73333* .29997 .000 .8823 2.5843 

B A -1.90000* .29997 .000 -2.7510 -1.0490 

C -1.36667* .29997 .000 -2.2177 -.5157 

D -.16667 .29997 .958 -1.0177 .6843 

C A -.53333 .29997 .372 -1.3843 .3177 

B 1.36667* .29997 .000 .5157 2.2177 

D 1.20000* .29997 .002 .3490 2.0510 

D A -1.73333* .29997 .000 -2.5843 -.8823 

B .16667 .29997 .958 -.6843 1.0177 

C -1.20000* .29997 .002 -2.0510 -.3490 
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practical A B 1.26667* .26967 .000 .5016 2.0317 

C .20000 .26967 .908 -.5650 .9650 

D 2.06667* .26967 .000 1.3016 2.8317 

B A -1.26667* .26967 .000 -2.0317 -.5016 

C -1.06667* .26967 .002 -1.8317 -.3016 

D .80000* .26967 .036 .0350 1.5650 

C A -.20000 .26967 .908 -.9650 .5650 

B 1.06667* .26967 .002 .3016 1.8317 

D 1.86667* .26967 .000 1.1016 2.6317 

D A -2.06667* .26967 .000 -2.8317 -1.3016 

B -.80000* .26967 .036 -1.5650 -.0350 

C -1.86667* .26967 .000 -2.6317 -1.1016 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
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Executive Summary in Korean 

 

형태와 상호 작용 관점에서의 은유 설계와 사용자 인식에 관한 연구. 

 

현대에는 전자 제품이 매년 신제품으로 출시되고 있습니다. 많은 전자 제품의 홍수 속에서 사람들은 아날로그

적 감성을 찾고 과거로 돌아가고자 합니다. 그러나 출시되는 신제품 중 과거의 아날로그적 감성을 지닌 제품은 

많지 않습니다. 일본의 가전제품 회사 Balmuda 사례 연구를 통해 우리는 과거의 은유적 디자인이 압도적인 

힘을 가지고 있음을 발견하였습니다. 과거의 은유적 요소가 사용된 제품은 사람들의 기억을 자극하여 특별한 

감정을 지니게 하였으며, 이는 제품에 대한 애정도를 증가시켰습니다. 

이 연구에서는 먼저 은유를 정의하기 위하여 문헌 검토를 실시하였습니다. 은유에서 사용되는 여덟 가지 요소 

(형태, 상호 작용, 재료, 소리, 움직임, 냄새, 이름, 위치) 중 이 연구에서는 형태와 상호 작용 두가지 요소를 사

용하였습니다. 이 두가지 요소를 전통적 혹은 현대적인 분류로 섞어 네 가지 카테고리를 만들었으며 실험을 통

해 사람들의 제품 인식 차이를 조사하였습니다. 네 가지 카테고리 분류는 동일한 기능을 가진 두 가지의 전통

적이고 현대적인 제품을 선택하였고, 현존하지 않는 나머지 두 가지 컨셉 디자인을 추가하였습니다. 이 연구의 

목적은 제품의 의미와 인식이 사람들에게 어떻게 영향을 미칠 수 있는지 연구하기 위함입니다. 연구의 질문은 

사용자가 인식하는 형태와 상호 작용에 대해 제품이 은유적으로 어떻게 설계 되었습니까? 그리고 어떤 면에서 

은유적 디자인이 디자인 실천에 기여합니까? 입니다. 

사용자인지 평가는 ANOVA 방법으로 분석하였습니다. 전통 및 현대의 은유적 제품을 비교 한 결과 전통의 은

유 적 요소를 사용하는 제품은 기하학적이고 대칭적이며 불편하고 비실용적인 것으로 인식되었습니다. 반면 현

대의 은유적 요소를 사용하는 제품은 유기적이고 덜 대칭적이며 편안하고 실용적인 것으로 인식되었습니다. 네 

가지 범주에 따라 인식에서 명백한 차이가 있었습니다. 따라서 형태와 상호 작용의 요소를 사용하여 은유적 디

자인을 할 때 디자이너는 디자인하고자 하는 목적에 알맞게 고려하여야 합니다. 

앞서 진행된 실험 분석을 통해 새로운 개념의 푸드 프로세서를 만들었습니다. 전통적인 형태와 전통적인 상호 

작용 은유를 결합한 새로운 개념의 제품은 사람들에게 긍정적인 인식을 가져 왔습니다. 사람들은 전통적 형태

를 보고 기존의 은유가 사용된 제품을 상기하였습니다. 따라서 사람들이 제품을 사용할 때 두려움 없이 쉽게 

예측하며 손쉽게 작동시킬 수 있었습니다. 전통적 상호 작용의 은유는 사람들에게 쉽고, 편리하고 실용적인 것

으로 인식되었습니다. 결론적으로 형태 및 상호 작용 요소는 사용자 경험에 영향을 미치며 제품에 대한 인식도 

바꿔버립니다. 사용자 경험에 있어 전통적인 형태의 은유를 사용하여 제품을 설계하면 전통적 상호 작용의 은

유를 이끌어 내고자 하는 상황에서 좋은 결과를 기대할 수 있습니다. 

 

키워드 : 은유 설계, 사용자 인식, 형태, 상호 작용. 
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